
 

Max Jones and Mitchell Hohaia were conducting a sweep of the islands off the coast of Whangamata in an IRB when off 
duty lifeguards Josh Jerridge and Brandon Dromgool (who were passing through in a surf canoe) alerted them to a group 
of six individuals on three double kayaks who had paddled inside of Whenuakura Island, more commonly known as Donut 
Island.  
 

Whilst on some days the inside of this island is calm and entry is possible in an IRB, on this particular day a 1.5 metre 
surge was passing through the entry of the islands meaning it wasn’t so simple. Knowing that this rescue would require a 
number of additional assets, Josh and Brandon remained outside the entrance to the island while Max Jones and Mitchell 

Hohaia contacted the patrol to request the activation of the Whangamata SLSC Callout Squad before returning to the club 
to collect appropriate personal protection equipment (PPE) for a rock rescue. At this point, both the Police and Coastguard 
were put on standby. 
 

Max and Mitchell were joined by Ben Goffin to act as a rescue swimmer, while Andrew Hodgson and Callum Fulton joined 
in a second IRB before they headed back to the island. Mitch, Ben and Callum swam into the entrance to the island in a 
break between sets, taking a radio in a waterproof bag to establish communication from within the island, whilst Max and 
Andrew picked up Josh and Brandon to act as Crewmen. 
 
Once inside the island, the three lifeguards assessed the patients, who were distressed and were very aware that they 
would be unable to exit the island unassisted. A plan was then formulated for the patients to be escorted through a 

secondary exit to the island, through a cave only about as big a person, pitch black and about 20 metres long. 
 
The patients were brought through the cave where they would have to be transferred from the rocks, back into the water, 
and into the waiting IRBs. One at a time, the patients were assisted from the rocks, into to the water and towed about 25 

metres to the waiting IRBs. Communication at this point was critical as the lifeguards on the rocks were unable to see the 
incoming surges so Max and Andrew had to inform them each time there was a window of opportunity to move the patients. 
 

The patients were ferried back to shore where, apart from a few minor cuts and being a bit shaken up, they were deemed 
to be okay. Max headed back out to the island to retrieve the remaining lifeguards when he noticed three more people in 
trouble on a rocky outcrop near where the original rescue took place. A similar process occurred, with lifeguards swimming 
all three patients off the rocks into the waiting IRBs, and towing the kayak back to shore. 
 
All of the patients were extremely grateful for the lifeguards and commented on the professionalism and skill of the younger 

lifeguards involved. Ben utilised a number of skills learnt at the recent Zespri Eastern Region Intermediate Lifeguard School, 
particularly the rock rescue module. Andrew, one of the co-leaders of the Callout Squad, was quick to respond and enabled 
an effective patrol to remain with 1,500 beachgoers enjoying the Easter Weekend sun at Whangamata. With Max being one 
of two IRB drivers on patrol, Andrew's assistance meant an IRB could remain on the beach in case of another emergency.  
 
Without the intervention of Surf Lifeguards, the patients would have been forced to remain on the island overnight with no 
food or shelter, so a crisis was certainly prevented. Due to the conditions, it also would have been difficult for Coastguard 

or the rescue helicopter to perform the rescue, showing the effectiveness and importance of the Surf Lifeguards in this 
rescue.   

Date: 31 March 2018 

Location: Whenuakura, Whangamata 

Lifeguards involved: Max Jones, Andrew Hodgson, Josh Kerridge, 
Brandon Dromgool, Mitchell Hohaia, Ben Goffin, Callum Fulton, 
Whangamata SLSC Callout Squad 

MARCH 2018: Whangamata SLSC 
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